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Chemistry education is challenging when many students cannot see the relevance
and interest between what they learn at school and their everyday life outside the
curriculum. Due to the prevalence of chemicals in real life, students lose interest in those
not-so-novel Chemistry problems as they are satisfied with their rudimentary grasp of
knowledge. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to draw students’ attention to
those day-to-day Chemistry concepts, a task in which augmented reality (AR) can be
a competent pedagogical facilitator. Despite its popularity due to the development of
smart devices, educators are still averse to adopting AR in teaching because of the
doubts about its pedagogical effectiveness and difficulties in implementation. This paper
will demonstrate an AR app developed by City University of Hong Kong (CityU) for a
year four undergraduate Chemistry course under two UGC’s project funds and CityU’s
Teaching Development Grant that aligns with the university’s Discovery and Innovationenriched Curriculum. The learning theories and technology stack of development
and deployment will be shared in this paper. The consideration during preparation,
production, and publishing will also be documented. A pilot survey about students’
perception of the AR showed positive feedback for the AR app in terms of enhancing
awareness, learning, understanding, and engagement, which addresses the concerns
of retaining students’ engagement during teaching and learning real-life Chemistry. We
hope that educators who are interested in adopting AR can gain insights from this AR
development experience. This research can act as a foundation for further exploration
of applying AR in secondary and tertiary Chemistry education.
Keywords: augmented reality, AR, AR learning design, hazardous chemicals, environmental toxicology

INTRODUCTION
City University of Hong Kong (CityU) is one of the pioneers in the adoption and application of
virtual reality (VR) technology in creative art, humanities, and social sciences (Im et al., 2018; Wong
et al., 2019). Inspired by the previous design of a smartphone app developed for a CityU MOOC
(Ip et al., 2016) and based on the previous development experience of web-based VR field trips
(Wong et al., 2019), this AR chemistry software, “Chemicals in our Environment: Friends or Foe,”
is intended to apply AR technology to strengthen students’ understanding of the toxicants and to
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augmented information around the target spots by detecting
users’ location and position.
In light of the recent advancement in computing development,
AR is made more affordable for the public and education
applications. A myriad of AR research and implementations
in education indicate that the recognition of its advantages
over traditional classroom teaching and media communication,
such as PowerPoint, images, and videos, is gaining momentum
(Yung and Khoo-Lattimore, 2019). Sotiriou and Bogner (2008)
advocated that the application of AR adds value to science
learning by increasing students’ experimentation and interest.
The relevancy of science can be made more feasible and
fruitful with immersive technology (Wang and Hannafin,
2005). Students can more readily understand challenging
concepts in science due to AR’s remarkable ability to visualize
details and hidden information (Yoon et al., 2017). Threedimensional visualization, supported by AR, can offer a
contextual and personal learning experience. This positive
learning experience can help learners make sense of phenomena
and connect science ideas by applying the new knowledge
to the current and other situations (Joe, 2015). Zhang et al.
(2014) created a mobile AR app for outdoor astronomical
observations and interactive learning. They accorded that
mobile devices’ portability and free geographical operations
were the main success factors. Furthermore, they included data
derived from learners’ mobile device functions and sensors
to engage them in stargazing outdoors. AR implementations
for elementary students were also designed with elements
like accomplishing missions, storytelling, and mini-games to
simulate game-based learning and encourage students to
have fun (Squire and Jan, 2007; Chen and Tsai, 2012;
Koutromanos and Styliaras, 2015).
The use of AR in school settings has been supported by
several researchers as a positive indication for improving learners’
self-efficacy (Lin and Chen, 2015), critical thinking (Chao
et al., 2016), cognitive load, and motivation (Cheng, 2016).
Kurilovas (2016) supported that AR-based systems effectively
enhance student satisfaction and motivation compared with
traditional teaching. From a systematic review on science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) learning
with AR, Ibáñez and Delgado-Kloos (2018) agreed that the
application of AR fits the instructional techniques of the flipped
classroom. The flipped classroom is intended to facilitate outclass learning at the preliminary levels so that class time can be
used for active learning and discussion. The traditional flipped
classroom approach is through multimedia learning content,
like the video (Hwang et al., 2015). However, Jensen (2011)
suggested that students are more likely distracted in taped
learning outside the more structured classroom environment,
undermining learners’ attention and engagement during the
flipped learning. Therefore, the success of flipped learning
depends significantly on how the out-class learning activities
can encourage students’ engagement and exploration (Lo, 2018).
Research indicates that AR can enhance learners’ motivation
by offering immediate feedback and relevant learning content
(Tosti et al., 2014). In the study by Chang and Hwang
(2018), AR-based flipped learning yielded positive results in

ensure the fulfillment of the intended learning outcomes through
its gamified environment in a flipped-classroom approach.
Information on microscopic chemistry can be too abstract
for students to grasp (Behmke et al., 2019) because of the
unobservable behaviors of chemicals and the potential conflicts
of learners’ daily experience from chemical sciences (Limniou
et al., 2008; Bower and Jong, 2020). The chemical composition
of products, potential problems of the environmental toxicants,
and their fate in the environment can be a formidable task for
students to digest. As a result, students become oblivious and
lose interest in learning about chemicals in real life. However,
an understanding of chemical and scientific ideas is important
for dealing with problems of everyday life in a technological
society (Childs et al., 2015), so chemistry educators need to
convey the importance and relevance of the subject to learners
and society (Karukstis and van Hecke, 2003). With high relevance
for creative inquiry, teaching, and learning, AR is an emerging
technology expected for broad adoption in education (Wu
et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2016) because of its potentiality
of improving learner interaction, motivation, and enjoyment
(Akçayır and Akçayır, 2017). However, the pace of VR and
AR development goes beyond research into the pedagogical
application, which results in the insufficient evidence base for
educators to determine the “why” or “how” of using VR and AR
in learning and teaching (Bower and Jong, 2020). These concerns
accentuate the need for further research of VR and AR learning
method and tools used in STEM teaching and learning. This
paper addresses AR’s pedagogical concerns and its effectiveness
by documenting the best practice of developing the AR tool and
conducting a pilot study.

A Brief Review of Augmented Reality
Applications in Teaching and Learning
Augmented reality (AR) is the technology that blends digital
information dynamically with real-world environments to
engage users by in-time interaction with virtual objects (Azuma,
1997). Milgram et al. (1995) explained that AR and VR are
rooted in the same concept but with a different user level
of immersion on two sides of the Reality-Virtuality (RV)
continuum. One side of the RV continuum, generally regarded
as VR, consists entirely of computer-generated or synthetic
objects to construct an immersive environment for users. In
contrast, AR augments a real-world scene with stimulated
cues for users to interact. Guttentag (2010) defined AR as
the enhancement of a real-world simulation adopting layers of
computer-generated images.
Pence (2010) identified two AR methods, marker-less AR
and marker-based AR. The former method suggests mobile
devices correspond to virtual information via users’ GPS location
function. In contrast, the latter means users retrieve virtual details
with their mobile devices or tablets by scanning the marked
AR code. Cheng and Tsai (2013) categorized AR into imagebased AR and location-based AR. In image-based AR, virtual
information is obtained through actual picture recognition to
conduct mobile learning without any geographical limitation.
Location-based AR is designed to facilitate the discovery of
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environments, which is aligned with constructivist ideas
of education (Martín-Gutiérrez et al., 2010). Constructivists
emphasize the importance of actively engaging students by
creating a meaningful context that motivates them to construct
knowledge based on their experiences because learning should
be imposed by individuals rather than existing independently
in the world (Dede, 2008). By applying AR in education to
increase attention, satisfaction, and confidence (Khan et al.,
2019), educators can help learners achieve a deeper level of
engagement for lasting connections within their own knowledge
(Kerawalla et al., 2006).
Game-based learning (GBL), widely applied in AR education
research, resonates with the constructivist approach. GBL can
transfer contextually relevant information in an immersive game
environment more readily to real-life applications (Brom et al.,
2010). It has been regarded as an effective and engaging method
for learners (Eck, 2006) to connect their knowledge tightly with
the physical and social worlds (Gee, 2008). Pedagogically, AR
GBL can foster an experiential learning environment to convert
boring instruction into a more entertaining experience (Lu and
Liu, 2015). Learners are motivated to maintain positive learning
behaviors (Kiili, 2005) which are positively correlated with deep
learning and higher-order thinking (Crocco et al., 2016). We also
adopted GBL in our design, which is likely to make learning
experiences motivational and fun (Kiili, 2005; Hirumi et al., 2010;
Crocco et al., 2016). In the AR Chemistry software, students
are required to explore and handle the misplaced elements.
Such gaming elements, inside the AR context, are expected to
result in a more engaging learning experience to foster organic
connections between the learning materials and the real world
(Shirazi and Behzadan, 2013).
Principles for mobile learning from Herrington et al. (2009)
were also incorporated into our design because of its mobility

learners’ performance by encouraging students to interact
and practice more.

Learning Theories and Instructional
Design in AR Software
Sommerauer and Müller (2018) summarized the most prevalent
learning theories in educational AR design from a cognitive or
constructivist perspective.
Cognitivists regard learning as a process to receive, organize,
store, and retrieve information in the brain (Sommerauer
and Müller, 2018). The effectiveness of one’s learning process
depends on his processing (Craik and Lockhart, 1972), suggesting
that memory will last longer by a more profound process of
information, and existing knowledge structure will determine
one’s attention to perceive, learn and remember (Woolfolk and
Hoy, 2006). The cognitive learning theory (CLT) by Sweller
(2011) proposed that learners’ total cognitive load is limited, so
the increase of unfavorable intrinsic and extraneous cognitive
load will undermine learners’ germane resources for attention
and organization of learning materials. Since the intrinsic
cognitive load, depending on the complexity of the instructional
topic which may not be altered by instructors (van Merriënboer
and Sweller, 2005), and the extraneous cognitive load, associating
with the presentation of learning materials under the control
of instructors, are additive and cannot exceed the capacity of
working memory (Fred et al., 2004), instructional designers
have to reduce extraneous cognitive load which does not
contribute to learning so as to foster an increase of germane load
within learners’ overall working memory (van Gog et al., 2010).
Therefore, the presentation of learning materials has a profound
impact on reducing extraneous cognitive load. Sweller and
Chandler (1994) recommended integrating correlated textual and
visual information to reduce learners’ mental efforts to synthesize
information, helping them understand complex concepts. The
cognitive theory of multimedia learning (CTML) proposed by
Mayer (2009), which was partially applied in this research
(Table 1), made a hypothesis that the works of mind bring
more meaningful learning. CTML, based on cognitive science
principles of learning, suggests three assumptions, namely: (1)
the dual channels, visual and verbal, of human information
processing system, (2) the limited processing capacity of each
channel, and (3) the active cognitive process for knowledge
construction. Therefore, instructional design to reduce irrelevant
content, as advocated by CTML, is expected to reduce the
extraneous cognitive load of learners and promote effective
learning by increasing their germane resources.
Constructivism believes that learning is an active process
of knowledge acquisition rather than passive receiving (Kundu
et al., 2017). It is usually regarded as learner-centered learning
because of its focus on learners’ problem-solving strategies
through information, resources, and social interaction (Woolfolk
and Hoy, 2006). Lave (1991) emphasized that learning shall
consist of mastering knowledge and tasks in realistic situations.
Abdoli-Sejzi and Bahru (2015) supported that AR allows
students to develop new knowledge and understanding via
active interactions with the natural and context-rich virtual
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TABLE 1 | Partial features adapted from 12 principles of CTML by Mayer (2009).

3

Principle

Definition

Implementation in the
AR app

Spatial contiguity
principle

Students learn better when
corresponding words and
pictures are presented near
rather than far from each
other on the page or screen
(P.135)

Cues with guiding texts are
prepared on the same
screen as activities

Temporal contiguity
principle

Students learn better when
corresponding words and
pictures are presented
simultaneously rather than
successively (P. 153)

Pictures/videos and
narrations are presented
simultaneously

Segmenting
principle

People learn better when a
multimedia message is
presented in user-paced
segments rather than as a
continuous unit (P. 175)

The app is divided into
three separate scenarios

Voice principle

People learn better when
the narration is spoken in a
human voice rather than in
a machine voice (P. 242)

Human voice-overs are
recorded for videos
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as well as the availability of integration to XCode and Android
Studio, which are the most common integrated development
environments (IDEs) for iOS and Android. One of the features
of Unity 3D is to translate code directly to 2 AR languages for
Apple iOS and Google Android. While Blender, an open-source
3D creation suite, was used to optimize the 3D model to enhance
the performance of the AR software.
Meetings with the teacher and the subject experts were
documented to confirm the AR software flow with relevant
virtual objects (chemicals in a domestic setting), presented as
layers of computer-generated images for simulation to align with
the intended learning outcomes. Four chemicals, namely butane
gas canister, formaldehyde, sulfuric acid, and carbon monoxide,
together with four complete sets of scenarios, were selected
to keep the project manageable while facilitating the learning
objectives. Each chemical would be accompanied by a scenario,
similar to a hotspot that involved a short static animation
delivering its background to students, leading to a mini-game
and other learning activities. The static animation and chemical
items were drawn manually or modified from Shutterstock’s
selected graphics, a prepaid licensed footage library. The static
images and scenes were processed through Adobe Illustrator. The
background information of the household chemical was scripted
and voiced over. Based on the design principles and learning
theories, these chemicals were hidden and placed wrongly in the
AR so that students will have to relocate them to avoid potential
hazards through the given cues and hints. Such gaming elements
and real-life simulation experiences were expected to engage and
encourage students to explore the AR-powered app.

and portability for AR learning. The importance of such
mobility and portability has been heightened when physical
classes are suspended under the COVID-19 pandemic. It
is essential to engage students in online lessons or remote
learning by allowing access to learning content whenever
or wherever at their own pace. The first-hand interaction
with the surrounding environment, supported by mobile AR,
increases learners’ motivation, making learning more situated,
personal, and lifelong (Naismith et al., 2004). The portability
and convenience of mobile learning are the overriding factors
to remedy technologies’ affordances and mediate knowledge
construction and consumption of knowledge (Herrington et al.,
2009). To further facilitate students’ independent learning, ARbased flipped learning was adopted to promote positive learning
attitudes, better learning performance (Chang and Hwang, 2018),
enhancing students’ attention (Röhl et al., 2013), and augmenting
student engagement (Kobayashi, 2017). Since the AR software in
the study is a pre-class activity immersing students in a virtual
three-bedroom flat setting, students are engaged to learn about
their home environments. The teacher will encourage students
to bring the abstract concepts of misplaced toxic chemicals to
their real home environments and construct other novel sets
of AR scenarios with mishandled chemicals. Students will then
form into groups in class to conduct mini-research about the
hazardous chemical of their choice and share their findings with
their peers to gain further insights and experiences in a reflection
and discussion session.

DEVELOPMENT OF AR

Production

There are three AR design stages, which consider factors relating
to hardware, software, and content (Figure 1). All these factors
are inter-related with each other in the AR application.

During the production stage, graphic user interface (UI)
elements, i.e., icons, buttons, and animation movement, were
crafted by Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop to provide
clear indicators to reduce learners’ cognitive loads when using the
AR software. For typical 3D models, we collected the 3D model
references from an open-source 3D model platform, Sketchfab.
However, those models could only act as prototypes because
of the lack of optimization or the insufficiency of features.
By using Blender to reduce polygons, modify details, map,
and assign texture materials, those models could yield better
performance, in terms of bootstrap time and physical storage
volume, in the AR software. While being programmer-agnostic,
Unity offers intuitive application programming interfaces (APIs)
and a software development kit (SDK) to allow cross-platform
mobile development.
Chemical items, interactive and gesture control, AR image
recognition, and game logic of the software were programmed
during this stage. The entire workflow of the AR app is
illustrated below (Table 2). Students will begin by exploring
the three-bedroom flat with objects surrounded by a thin layer
of green illuminating light to prompt students to trigger a
scenario to learn about the chemical’s background. The 3D
apartment model can be zoomed in and out and rotated
with two fingers touching the mobile phone or tablet’s screen.
When a scenario ends, students will be asked to find the
misplaced hazardous chemical in the household. Once the

Preparation
In order to design a comprehensive framework, design elements
applied by previous researchers were incorporated into the design
after a review of the literature. Those elements have to be based
on well-established standards to cover both internal and external
communication in and from the AR app for both user and
object communication.
After identifying the foundation of learning theories, several
AR toolkits were evaluated based on their offered functions
and limitation. Although plane detection in ARCore from
Google and ARKit from Apple works well to detect vertical
and horizontal surfaces, the libraries do not provide backward
compatibility before Android version 26 and iOS11, respectively.
To cover a wide variety of students’ phones, Vuforia was
picked because it allows a platform-neutral implementation
of the function in general smartphones with cameras. Using
Vuforia, we replaced platform-specific plane detection with
image recognition, presenting the same idea of displaying the AR
apartment model. Unity AR by Unity Technologies, which is the
status-quo 3D game development platform, was finally selected
because of cross-platform requirement, which is essential for our
goal of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) during online learning,

Frontiers in Education | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 1 | A flowchart for the AR production flow.

internal link to iOS users. Such an arrangement provided fast
iterations of upgrade and bug fixing before the commencement
of learning activities.

chemical is identified, there is another short static animation
that explains the chemical’s property. Students are then asked
to handle the chemical correctly by placing it in an appropriate
location, similar to a mini-game. In order to encourage
and motivate students to find the hidden chemicals, digital
badges indicating success will be awarded if the hazardous
chemical can be found in 5 min. If the chemical hunt exceeds
the time limit, a highlight of the hidden chemical will be
displayed. Besides, informative pages are added to supplement
the background knowledge of the chemical after the chemical
item is identified in order to facilitate the acquisition of the
learning outcomes. The final step in the production was the
reiteration based on functional tests, focusing on individual
functions, and user acceptance test (UAT), for cosmetic
errors or system testing to validate the end-to-end business
flow of the AR app.

FLIPPING A CLASS WITH AR SOFTWARE
The AR tool is intended to facilitate students’ online self-learning.
By reading through self-learning materials in the app before
classes, students are free to review unfamiliar topics according
to their understanding or at their own pace. This pre-class
preparation before the online face-to-face session not only allows
the teacher to spend class time in a more meaningful way but also
strengthens students’ comprehension and ensures the fulfillment
of the intended learning outcomes. After completing the tasks
within the AR software, the teacher will elaborate on the potential
hazards in the surrounding environment and ask the learners to
form groups to consolidate their knowledge by constructing extra
scenes of hazardous chemicals in the household. The exchange
of ideas and collaboration is expected to strengthen students’
understanding as teams of students are required to conduct a
mini-research and presentation.

Post-production
After passing the validation and the tests, the AR app was ready
to be published, either publicly or internally. The advantages
of online publishing are the ease of installation by end-users
through the existing app stores of their platform, as well as
broader exposure of the software. However, the registrations and
compliances required by the app stores may be complicating
for an internal app intended for only a few dozen students in
a Chemistry course. Therefore, we chose to publish internally
by providing an APK package for the Android platform and an

Frontiers in Education | www.frontiersin.org

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
This paper adopted quantitative methods to analyze students’
feedback on the AR software. A questionnaire taken from
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Cai et al. (2014), which had been used to measure students’
attitudes toward an AR Chemistry software, was distributed to
46 students of the Chemistry class after using the software.
The questionnaire adopts a six-option Likert scale, ranging
from “Strongly Disagree” as 1 to “Strongly Agree” as 6 for
four constructs about learning attitude (7 questions), satisfaction
within the AR software (14 questions), cognitive validity (5
questions) and cognitive accessibility (4 questions). An optional
open-ended question asking for students’ comments about the
AR software was included at the end of the survey. 37 valid
responses out of 46 were received within 2 weeks after the
learning activities. To evaluate if the adopted questionnaire

was appropriate for undergraduate students, we conducted
a reliability analysis. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for
each construct and the entire questionnaire are all over
0.8, suggesting the questionnaire’s high inner consistency and
reliability (Table 3). Descriptive statistics for each construct and
their correlation were calculated and analyzed below.

Descriptive Analysis of Students’
Attitude
The mean score and standard deviation of each construct were
summarized in Table 4. The average score of each item of
the corresponding construct was calculated. Among the four
constructs, cognitive accessibility yields the highest score, 4.72,
while cognitive validity has the lowest, 4.01. These scores may
suggest that students were generally satisfied with the AR
software’s usability, but they would look for more in-depth
chemical knowledge.
From the Learning Attitude construct (Table 5), the 3 highest
scores items (“I think that learning chemistry is rewarding
[4.78]”; “I think that learning things related to chemistry
is meaningful [4.76]”; “I think that learning and observing
chemistry-related content in addition to that in textbooks
is meaningful [4.65]”) suggest that most students value the
knowledge learned in Chemistry and they prefer a more personal
and observable learning experience instead of merely reading
Chemistry textbooks. Despite being the lowest score item, the
statement “I view learning about the chemicals in an Augmented
Reality software as rewarding” still yielded a mean of 4.30.
This may indicate that even though the AR software is a
rewarding companion to learn about Chemicals, the design or
the content can be further improved to bring a more fruitful
experience to learners.
Descriptive statistics for the Satisfaction construct in Table 6
show that students are in favor of the user interface of the
software (4.54 in “The color of this software is appropriate,
as it is attractive and does not distract me”), the application
of science-subject-discipline related AR (4.49 in “I hope that

TABLE 2 | An example of a complete AR workflow.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

TABLE 3 | Cronbach’s alpha for each construct.
Variable
9

11

10

Number of items

Cronbach’s alpha

Learning attitude

7

0.814205

Satisfaction

14

0.952337

Cognitive validity

5

0.868105

Cognitive accessibility

4

0.855043

Overall

30

0.946382

TABLE 4 | Descriptive statistics for the four questionnaire constructs.

12

Variable

Frontiers in Education | www.frontiersin.org
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Sample size

Min

Max

Mean

SD

Learning attitude

37

1

6

4.5483

0.9153

Satisfaction

37

1

6

4.2915

1.1611

Cognitive validity

37

1

6

4.0108

1.0884

Cognitive accessibility

37

1

6

4.7230

1.0421
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TABLE 6 | Descriptive statistics for “satisfaction” construct.

TABLE 5 | Descriptive statistics for “learning attitude” construct.
Item
I view learning about the chemicals in an
Augmented Reality software as rewarding

Mean

SD

4.30

0.8119

Item

Mean

SD

The AR-based learning software is more
interesting than previously used learning
methods

4.19

0.9079

I think that learning chemistry is rewarding

4.78

0.7865

I think that learning things related to chemistry
is meaningful

4.76

0.7229

This game-like learning tool can aid me in
discovering new questions

4.27

1.2394

I think that learning and observing
chemistry-related content in addition to that in
textbooks is meaningful

4.65

0.8887

Using AR-based software enables me to view
chemistry concepts and chemical substances
in a different way

4.38

1.0369

I will actively search for information related to
chemistry in books or on the internet

4.49

0.9894

I like learning chemistry using AR

4.19

1.2211

I like game-like learning methods

4.49

1.4068

When I come across problems in learning
chemistry, I will actively reach out to teachers,
classmates, books or the internet for solutions

4.51

0.9609

I hope that other disciplines such as Physics
and Biology will apply AR tools to learning as
well

4.49

1.1456

I think that learning chemistry is important for
everyone

4.35

1.1357

I hope to use similar AR tools to learn chemistry
in the future if possible

4.27

1.1937

I will recommend the AR learning tool to other
classmates

4.32

1.1317

other disciplines such as Physics and Biology will apply AR
tools to learning as well) and gamified learning environment
(4.49 in “I like game-like learning methods”). It is expected
science students are keener on the AR experience because many
science concepts are relatively abstract and cannot be easily
observed or experienced personally. The lowest score item, “The
AR-based learning tool enables me to learn not only on my
own but also with my friends and classmates (3.92),” is also
expected since the AR software was used as a remote learning
tool during the physical class suspension. This constraint may
hinder the exchange or communication among peers during the
use of the software.
Results of students’ Cognitive Validity are shown in Table 7.
The contrast between the highest score item, “I believe that
AR demonstration renders learning materials more detailed and
understandable (4.35),” and the bottom item, “This AR learning
tool is more effective than any other software I have ever
used (3.73),” may suggest that students are benefited from the
interaction and observation of elements within the AR software.
The result met our expectation that the AR learning tool, which
integrates the relevant textual and visual information, can reduce
the extraneous cognitive load to enhance germane load for a
better understanding of the learning materials. Still, the extra
setup of AR, which may be novel to students, may, contrarily,
pose an unfavorable extraneous load on students hurting AR
learning effectiveness.
The Cognitive Accessibility construct (Table 8) receives the
highest score among all constructs, indicating that students can
master the AR at a reasonable time. The lowest score item, “The
content of and procedures for this learning activity are clear
and understandable to me (4.43),” may suggest that additional
instructions shall be given to students to facilitate a better
learning experience and lower cognitive load of AR operation,
especially when this is a novel learning experience during the
online learning mode.
In summary, the above constructs demonstrate overall
positive feedback toward learning attitude and the AR software
for the Chemistry class. The findings echoed the idea that
immersive learning technology, like AR and VR, can help
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I’m interested in using AR-based learning tools

4.32

1.2031

The content of this software is closely related to
the course’s “chemical substances,” which is a
very interesting topic to me

4.24

1.2997

The AR-based learning tool enables me to learn
not only on my own but also with my friends
and classmates

3.92

1.1150

The design of this software is pleasing and
genuine

4.38

1.2099

The color of this software is appropriate, as it is
attractive and does not distract me

4.54

0.9005

I think that learning about the chemical
substances inside and outside the household
using an AR-based learning tool is necessary

4.08

1.1874

TABLE 7 | Descriptive statistics for “cognitive validity” construct.
Item

Mean

SD

I believe that AR demonstration renders learning
materials more detailed and understandable

4.35

0.8887

I think that using this game-like AR learning tool
is very helpful for learning chemistry

4.05

1.0787

This AR learning tool is more effective than any
other software I have ever used

3.73

1.1702

Using this AR software enables me to master
important knowledge points in an in-depth
manner and comprehend the principles I did
not understand in the past

3.89

1.1251

The AR learning tool provides abundant space
for me to think and try, which aids me in solving
problems

4.03

1.1177

convert some unobservable and abstract concepts in science
subjects to interactive learning materials. Consequently, learners
can benefit from first-hand interaction to enhance their
understanding during the better learning process. Learners are
more engaged and motivated to learn with GBL under the flipped
classroom context.
The Pearson Correlation coefficient was calculated in Table 9
to evaluate the correlation between students’ learning attitudes
and AR software perception. Generally, Learning Attitude
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TABLE 8 | Descriptive statistics for “cognitive accessibility” construct.
Item

Mean

SD

Operating the AR software is
not difficult

4.73

1.0179

Learning to use this AR tool
does not cost me a great deal
of time and energy

4.92

0.8293

The content of and procedures
for this learning activity are clear
and understandable to me

4.43

1.2143

I can grasp how to operate AR
software within a very short
timeframe

4.81

1.0498

The questionnaire results show that students generally had a
positive evaluation and satisfaction toward the AR software
because it allows easy observation and manipulation of
real-world environments or elements. Students appreciated
the AR software as a valuable tool in a flipped classroom
context, allowing them to better prepare and deeper
understand the intended learning outcomes before faceto-face online classes. Based on the findings from the
questionnaire and students’ comments, students were
looking for more content, better control, and a nicer
presentation of the AR software in order to enhance their
satisfaction with it, thus suggesting possible improvements
for future works.
Furthermore, significant positive correlations between
Learner Attitude and perception of the AR software were
found. Despite the high p-value in the construct of Cognitive
Accessibility, its score was still within the positive category
but may bring an implication for further consideration
during the design and introduction of the software to
minimize students’ overhead to access the AR. This result
also aligns with Cai et al. (2014)’s conclusion that promoting
learner’s initiative toward Chemistry is the cornerstone to
enhance learning effectiveness via the AR software. Since
this is only the first phase of the project, there are many
limitations. The team is working on a content expansion for
the AR app to cover a minimum of 10 sets of scenarios in
the second phase. Further research can be extended when
the AR app is launched publicly to cover more Chemistry
classes in Hong Kong after this pilot study. Future research
may also include secondary students to investigate the
impact of the study.

TABLE 9 | Pearson correlations between “learning attitude” and “satisfaction,”
“cognitive validity,” “cognitive accessibility”.
Learning

Satisfaction

Cognitive

Cognitive

validity

accessibility

0.443

0.412

0.272

0.006

0.011

0.103

attitude
Learning attitude
Satisfaction

0.443

Cognitive validity

0.412

Cognitive accessibility

0.272

0.006
0.011
0.103

positively correlates with students’ positive feedback toward the
AR software, ranging from 0.412 to 0.443, p < 0.05, except
for the construct Cognitive Accessibility with 0.272, p = 0.103.
This high p-value in Cognitive Accessibility may not necessarily
imply its insignificance with Learning Attitude. Still, it may be
regarded as an indicator to further consider the variation of
learners’ technology adeptness and accessibility when carrying
out novel learning activities, especially in the context of distant
online learning. In summary, the results reflect that students
who perceive a higher value in learning Chemistry generally
demonstrate greater satisfaction and usefulness toward the AR
software of the Chemistry class.

Possible Improvements for Future Work
The paper’s findings have proven great potentials for AR
software as a pre-class companion under the context of a flipped
classroom. The comments from the students suggest several
possible improvements:
• Add more scenes in the AR software. Insufficient
content may undermine students’ positive perceptions of
the AR software.
• Add more gaming elements and interactions. Students
showed positive responses to the game-like learning
methods, while the limits of interaction among the
virtual objects in the AR may reduce their experience
in the software. More interactions under the gamified
AR environment may allow a better immersive learning
experience, which may facilitate effective learning.
• Provide better instructions and training on the use of
AR software. Extra instructional videos of the setup and
instant response to the difficulties encountered during
the setup may help students increase their technological
capabilities and access to AR, which may allow them to
focus and appreciate more on the content and knowledge
in the AR software.

Students’ Comments Toward the AR
Software
The optional open-ended question asking for students’ comments
on the AR software at the end of the questionnaire collected
12 valid responses. According to the comments, 11 out of the
12 replies showed a positive appreciation for the AR software,
and they thought it was fun and interactive to learn Chemistry
via the AR software. The only negative response suggested that
more interactions in the AR software were preferable. Two
of the answers suggested more content should be added to
enrich the learning process. At the same time, 1 student agreed
that learning through AR was fun but might be less effective
than reading books or searching online for domestic chemicals.
Additionally, there were 2 replies concerning the difficulties of
the AR operations.
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However, different public publishing requirements and code
reviews among platforms require exhaustive effort. Researchers
are suggested to evaluate the necessity of publishing the app
publicly and make thorough preparations in advance.

The positive results of the AR software also encourage some
possible future research directions:
• Expand the sample size to cover more Chemistry students
in secondary schools and universities in Hong Kong to
boost the impact of the research.
• Evaluate the effectiveness of the AR software in terms of
pre- and post-tests’ results. Due to time limitations, this
research has not collected any test results before and after
using the AR software. Future research can focus on the
effectiveness of using this AR software by analyzing users’
academic performance.
• Add a control group to compare the effectiveness of the
AR software and other learning methods. Even though
AR is generally regarded as a powerful tool for 3D
structure comprehension and experience, it cannot be
considered to be a one-size-fits-all solution for all students
with different learning styles. It would be valuable to
compare the effectiveness of the AR software and other
learning methods.
• Evaluate the user interface and the control of the
AR software. Due to the hardware limitations, it is
understandable that several students found control within
AR unsatisfactory. Future human-computer interaction
(HCI) research may shed light on aiding such a
negative experience.
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